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1. Before using the scale:
To use this scale correctly, we request you to read
this manual carefully.
• Do not use scale in areas with excessive water
and don’t spray the scale or indicator with water
when cleaning. Erase all water from the scale and
indicator with a clean duster cloth.
• Load placed on platter must not exceed the
maximum weighing capacity of the scale.
• Keep the scale away from high temperature and
damp conditions.
• Before using the scale after a long period of
storage, please ensure that the internal battery is
fully charged.
• Note: Care should be taken not to leave the
internal battery on charge for too long, as this may
decrease life of the battery.

2. Preparing to use the scale:
• Put the scale on a firm level surface from
vibration for accurate weight readings.
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• Adjust the four levelling feet to set the level of
scale platform.
• Take away any weight that might be on the
platform before the scale is switched on.
• All good weight should be placed in the centre
of platform for most accurate weighing. The
footprint of the good being weighed should not
overstep the edges of platform.

ABS Laboratory Material indicator
Powder coated SS 304 material pan 
Multi weighing unit: Kg, Piece counting, Litre
measurement
Password Protected calibration
AC/DC Power supply
Working Temperature: -5 to 40 degree Celsius
Bright Red LED
High Efficient battery: 2 -4 hour charge = 24
hours standby 

3. Introduction
 Features



Please note that when the battery will be very low
the weight indication on the scale will not be steady

and the green LED light will turn red and start
blinking, these will indicate that battery is low and it

needs external power and needs to charge.

 Power supply
   1. 3 Pin Adapter: AC 110-220V/50Hz
   2.  Rechargeable battery : DC 4V
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Low Battery Warning:



Assembly
Open the box firmly and Put the scale and its
assembly on the stable surface like table or
floor.
remove the bubble wrap from the platter(pan)
of the scale.
Fix the frame with the pan by fixing the screws
in respective holes with the help of screw
driver and attaching frame with pan as shown
in picture no.1.
Connect the pole's one end with the angle of
the scale which is provided behind the scale for
SS pole mounting and fit both screw in
respective holes with the help of screw driver
as shown in picture no.2.
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Check the water level as shown in picture no.3  and
adjust as the leveling as legs of the scale is slightly
adjustable when rotated.
Place the indicator on the other end(top) of the SS
pole and fit both screw with the help of screw
driver as shown in picture no.4.
connect the 5 pin connector cable with the female
part of 5 pin connector and fit it which is given on
the backend of the scale(shown in picture no. 5).
Connect the power cord of scale in the power
socket as shown in picture no.6.
Tie both lock tie pins to the pole with the 5 pin
cable as shown in the image as shown in picture
no. 7.
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4. Keyboard Functions

5. Piece counting:
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press mode button twice, you will be in piece
counting mode(the scale will show numbers on
screen), 
Press TARE button, scale will show "REF" on
screen.
then press G/N button for increasing value in
reference and by TARE button that value can
be decrease also. ( the reference number
should be same as the reference you have to
provide on the scale i.e 5/10/20 etc. ) 
Put the pieces of samples in numbers same as
you set on screen of the scale. 
As you set both the numbers on screen and
number of pieces on the platter of scale press
mode for selection.(it will set reference for
counting).
then you can put whatever quantity you have
of the same samples which you have provided
to scale.
Note: If wrong reference is given, the scale will
take wrong reference and result will be
affected.
Note: The counting should be of equal samples
or parts, an wear or defect in any of the sample
or parts can slightly affect the result.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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7. Calibration Method:
For Calibration, the password is 98765.
 For calibration process you need to turn on
scale via power on button,
Then keep zero button pressed for 5-7
seconds, there will be password window open
on display, it will be like PY00000.
In the password window, you will be on the
first digit, to set password you need to press
G/N for 9 times, the password will be like
PY90000,
Then you need to go to second digit, therefore
press TARE button for once and you will shift to
second digit, then press G/N for 8 times and
password will be PY98000 on indicator.
Then, by pressing TARE one you will be shifted
to third digit, then Press G/N for 7 times, the
password on the indicator will be PY98700.

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

6. liter mode
Press mode button to set the liter mode and to

exit the litre mode and enter normal mode, press
it twice after liter mode.
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7.Then press TARE for once and shift to 4th digit,    
    then press G/N for 6 times and password on the
    indicator will be PY98760.
8. Then press TARE and shift to last digit, Press
     G/N for 5 times and select the password via
     MODE button.
9. You will be having 0020.000 as generally we
     make calibration process with 20kg, to change
     this digits to exact weight same as you have
     you have to press TARE for shifting digit and
     G/N for increasing its value, you can set 1kg,10
     kg, 40kg etc, whichever exact and accurate
     weight you have with you.
10. Then after setting that number on indicator
     put that exact weight on the centre of pan
     (platter) and wait for 5-10 seconds, the scale
     will automatically adapt that value same as you
     have set. 
11. You can now remove that weight from the
     platter and put other sample for checking or
     use regularly as you use as the calibration is
     done.
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WARRANTY CERTIFICATE
 
 

Owner Name/Company Name:
______________________________________________                        
Address:  ____________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________

 
 Model No.: ________                        Serial No.: _______    

 
Date of Purchase: ___________     Invoice No.: _______

 
 
 

Remarks: Warranty on Scale: 01 Year
Warranty on Battery: 06 Months

 
Company Stamp & sign.

 
 

................................
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